Abstract. In this paper, to establish the mathematical model of Beijing Tianjin Hebei region air quality change existing data analysis and processing analysis, air quality in the region between the mutual influence relations. Finally, according to the analysis results, this paper puts forward the methods and measures of air pollution. Time series model of air quality change in different cities. The ARIMA model is not strong enough to use the wave period. Based on the diffusion principle of air pollutants, the partial differential attenuation dispersion model is established, and the simulation results are very good.
Use EXCEL to draw a March AQI fitting renderings shown in Fig. 1 : Fig. 1 Baoding in January and March AQI fitting renderings ARMA model fitting results show that: a whole. The simulation results better, in addition to fitting error of some large peak point, the fitted value is consistent with the measured values. Forecast effect between qualified and better explain the established time series model can objectively reflect the actual. To reduce the fitting error, the effect of improving forecasting model, we implanted Markov forecasting model.
Step using the relative error probability transition matrix of time-series forecasting models were corrected Markov, the second was the fit value and a quadratic fit with the measured values.
Fig. 2 Baoding Markov Improvement
The results show that : prediction and measured values based on time series analysis Markov basically the same, the peak of the fitting error is significantly less than a single time series model error.
interaction between regional air quality relationship analysis
Through the establishment of diffusion model, analysis of regional interaction relationship between air quality.
diffusion partial differential attenuation model
Taking into account the actual situation, find a greater impact Gaussian model in the wind direction, and the coordinates of the given point is not the real source of transmission, it is unreasonable Gaussian diffusion model; partial differential model, although not considered wind direction and speed, but you can parameter fitting to determine wind direction and speed. Therefore, this final choice of partial differential model simulation.
Model Solution
Solving the model here is the solution parameters. Therefore, the data obtained by the approximate correlation coefficients, thereby forming a final diffusion decay model. 
Model Checking
The accuracy of the model for, as an example to AQI, the specific reference to the measured data for analysis.
Here Select AQI data January 10 through inspection data, windless day, so do not consider the impact of wind speed and direction, calculated in accordance with this model, taking the highest concentration of point AQI January 10 most sources can be simulated 1 graphics March 11 are as follows: figure compared with the actual distribution, relatively small differences were found, the cause of the difference may be: 1) actual diffusion is very complex, many factors such as heat island effect, local circulation as a result of diffusion does not work as the model situation.
2) model building process, not considering temperature effect. In order to analyze the interaction between pollutants in various regions of the relationship, but also compared the mechanism of the Gaussian model of atmospheric diffusion and partial differential decay diffusion model, final selection of the model may reflect partial differential attenuation.
In addition, the spread of air pollutants but also by altitude, distance, density, wind speed, wind direction, and this model had been amended to improve the applicability of partial differential model. Secondly, in the calculation of air pollution models to simulate the graphics to give good results, relevant departments can use this model to PM2.5, and PM10 forecasting.
